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Executive Summary

We developed a 2001 plan to respond to the many
challenges and opportunities we faced. Balance
was the key theme of our 2001 plan - balance
between growth and profit in our operating goals,
and balance between short-term results and
investment in the future .
In successfully executing our plan, we achieved
strong, well-balanced results with net income
exceeding plan and continued growth in membership. Overall, operational results were excellent
compared to our plan, the competition, and our
historical performance. Additionally, we made
substantial progress in developing and
implementing strategies and capabilities
required for continued success.

Environmental Factors
Our 2001 achievements are especially significant
given the challenging, turbulent environment and
the declining economy. Managing environmental
issues of strategic significance related to the
Blues system, public policy, and consumerism
demanded our constant attention.

Pressures within the Blue Cross Blue Shield
Association continue . Blues consolidation and
conversion of Blue companies to "for profit" status
remain significant issues. There is still internal
dissension on long-standing policies such as
exclusive service areas and network access
fees - both of which are foundational to our
market and financial strength.
Timely compliance with federal mandates to standardize the exchange of health care information
continues to require enormous resources.
Legislative action on a "patients bill of rights"
remains a threat, and while no bill has been
enacted, its effect is already evident in higher
medical costs.
The market continues to change both in demographics (aging population/cultural diversity) and
in the growing power of consumers . Increas in gly,
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consumers are Internet savvy and expect
more information, choice, and convenience from
suppliers, including health care.
Other significant environmental issues, including
the economy, medical costs, and Medicare HMO
funding, had a more immediate or direct impact
on 2001 results. During the first half of the year,
the national economy was on the edge of a
recession. Following the September 11 terrorist
attacks, both the national and state
economies worsened.
Medical costs skyrocketed last year. Direct to
consumer advertising increased prescription
drug use, contributing to double-digit
pharmaceutical cost increases. Use of high
cost diagnostic services increased. Health care
service providers employed aggressive revenue
growth strategies. Hospital and physician
utilization increased significantly.
Inadequate reimbursement levels in the Medicare
HMO program (Medicare+Choice) continued.
While there were efforts to secure better financial
terms for program participants, it became apparent
we could not expect adequate reimbursement in
the near future. This led to our decision to withdraw
from the program in several counties.

2001 Performance Results
Within this difficult environment, we achieved our
13th consecutive year of positive financial results.
Our projected 2001 consolidated net income of
$85 million is 21 % above our plan of $70 million.
It is the highest pre-tax income in recent years
and reflects a substantial improvement in our
Health Business operating income. We are
projecting a risk-based capital rating of approximately 541 % , versus our goal of 500 %.

We are the only Florida health insurance company
to show both growth and profit in 2001 . The total
number of Floridians we serve grew to more than
6 million in 2001. We remained the leader in
Florida's health insurance market with our market
share increasing to more than 30 %.

During 2001, we continued to refine our enterprise
strategic direction, developed our Beliefs and
Values, and achieved success in several key
strateg ic focus areas . In advancing our Blues
system strategy, we helped maintain exclusive
service areas and strengthened ou r relationships
with like-minded Blues companies . We developed
a public confidence strategy and continued to
enhance our public understanding, image, and
brand strength. To ensure we have the necessary
capital , we developed a capital strategy. We
developed and began to implement an all iances
strategy. In addition, we increased organizational
effectiveness by building future capabilities,
improving employee satisfaction, and executing
our diversity strategy.
The four business sectors (Health Business,
Divers ified Business, Government Business, and
E-business) contributed to our 2001 success.
Health Business significantly exceeded profitability
goals in 2001 , achieving net income of $90 million,
27 % higher than our plan of $71 million. While
2001 net contract gain was below plan, total
membership growth exceeded expectations.
Including BlueCard members (Florida residents
enrolled by other Blues but serviced by BCBSF),
our membership increased by more than 165,000.
Total membersh ip has reached approximately 3.4
million members. This continues the strong
growth trend of recent years. Over the last four
years, membership has increased by approximately 34 %, adding more than 850,000 members
and increasing our market share to more than
30 %. During 2001, Health Business improved
customer service and made substantial progress
in delivery system management. We also made
substantial investments for the future including
major 2001 business transformation deliverables.
Divers ifi ed Business introduced a new line of
group dental insurance products and group and
individual long-term care policies in 2001. Strong
sales in the group disability and dental insurance
lines resulted in 17% revenue growth . Diversified

Business also continued to provide service that
meets or exceeds customer expectations and
improved distribution capabilities.
Government Business met or exceeded most
major 2001 performance goals, continued to
operate as one of the largest Medicare contractors
in the nation, and successfully pursued new business
opportunities. Government Business : exceeded
the goal for revenue growth while making
substantial investments for the future; enhanced
the business capabilities needed to successfully
execute our Government Business strategy; and
prepared to launch lncepture, Inc. in January
2002, which will provide another vehicle for
pursuing opportunities in the health industry.
E-business made significant progress in developing
our organization and leveraging enterprise capabilities in 2001 . Navigy was created to provide brand
identity and provide the enterprise additional
market and geographic flexibility. Through a joint
venture with Humana, Availity was created to
leverage Virtual Office and help to accelerate
communications and streamline claim-filing
processes between participating health care
providers and health plans. The E-business sector
also initiated work on a business venture based
on a new health industry model named the
Integrator that will provide consumers more
choice and control over their health care dollars.
Collectively, we achieved strong 2001 results
despite an extremely challenging climate. Our
results represent an effective balance between
responding to immediate business requirements
and investing for the future. Combined with our
ongoing progress in developing and implementing
key strategies, our excellent 2001 results position
us well for continued success.
The following sections provide greater detail on
our performance results at the enterprise level
and in each of the four business sectors.
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Executive Summary
2001 BCBSF Performance Summary
Business Sector

2001 Plan Priorities

Overall
Enterprise

• Net income $15 million or 21 % better than plan ($85 million vs. $70 million plan) and
higher than 2000 net income of $73 million.
• Enterprise and subsidiaries served more than 6 million Floridians.
• Customer service improved broadly across the enterprise.
• Refined strategic direction and developed Bel iefs and Values statement.
• Enhanced public understanding, image and brand strength.
• Upheld exclusive service areas and strengthened our relationships with like-minded
Blues companies .
• Developed and began to implement capital strategy including issuance of surplus notes .
• Advanced our al liance fo rmation and management capabilities .
• Implemented initiatives to improve organizational effectiveness and build future capabilities.

Health
Business

• Net income $19 million better than plan ($90 million vs . $71 million plan); exceeded plan
by 27 % and outperformed competitors in terms of profitabil ity and growth.
• Achieved net contract ga in of 34,000 contracts. Total membership (including the BlueCard
program) increased by 165,000 to approximately 3.4 mi llion members, and our market
share increased to more than 30 % of the Florida health insurance market.
• Improved customer service and made substantial progress in transitioning to a
consumer-centric organization . Achieved planned customer retention rate of 86 %.
• Achieved significant progress in developing and delivering improved products .
• Effectively managed medical costs in a difficu lt environment - achieved planned
81.8 % med ical loss rat io.
• Improved organizational effectiveness and advanced capabil ities for future success
including progress on Virtual Offi ce and information management initiatives .
• Mainta ined strong performance in our National business including f inancial results, grow th
and operational performance. Maintained current level of Blues system network access fees.

Diversified
Business

• Net incom e $2.0 m illion less t han plan ($0 .2 mil li on vs . $2 .2 mi ll ion plan) .
• Achieved 17 % revenue growth, consistent wit h plan.
• Achieved customer service goals .
• Introduced new dental and long-term care produ cts .
• Enhanced distribution capab ilit ies.

Government
Business

• Net income $2 .5 m ill ion less than plan ($0 .2 mil lion vs. $2. 7 m ill ion pla n).
• Achieved 10 % reven ue growt h, exceed ing pla n by 6 %.
• Retain ed curren t cont ra cts delivering sound custo mer service.
• Pu rs ued and acqui re d severa l new bu siness opport unit ies.
• Improved risk management program.
• Exceeded plan for cl aims and custo me r service productivity.

E-business

• Net loss of $5. 0 mil lion, better th an pla n.
• Established Navigy brand and legal struct ure.
• Designed the Integrator, a component of a future health industry business mode l.
• Leveraged enterprise capabilities to develop and launch Availity.
• Implemented organizational framework including organizational design, human resource
programs, and key internal business processes .
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Enterprise Perforlllance

Early last year we developed enterprise level
objectives for financial strength, customer
relationship, organizational effectiveness, the
Blues system, and pub lic understand in g. In a
challenging environment, our performance in each
objective was strong compared to plan, historical
results, and the competition . Our 2001 achievements reflect an effective balance betwee n
short-term business results and investments
to prepare for the future, as well as a balance
between profit and growth.

Financial Strength
We ach ieved strong financial results in 2001.
Our pre-tax income is the highest in recent
years, and we were the only Flo rida health care
competitor to show both profit and growth last
year. We also improved our risk-based capital
position and substantially improved our health
business operating income .
Our estimated consolidated net income is $85
million, 21 % above our planned net income of
$70 million and 16% greater than our 2000 net
income of $73 million. This favorable net income
reflects strong operating income (excludes
investment in come and ta xe s) performance in
the Health Business sector. Health Business'
operating income was $30 million, the highest it
has been in several years. This success reflects
pricing actions and a "call-to-action" in February,
which lowered costs and improved revenue. Also
contributing to our positive enterprise net income
was better than planned investment and other
income as well as a favorable IRS tax settlement.
Net income results for the Diversified Business
and Government Business sectors were slightly
lower than plan, partially offsetting the Health
Business net income.
Our positive financial results also reflect continued progress in managing enterprise administrative
expenses. Our 2001 operating expen se ratio
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is 14.6 %, consistent with plan . This compares
favorably to our 2000 operating expense ratio
of 14.9 %.
During 2001, we developed and began implementing
a capital strategy to secure additional capital and
maintain an acceptable risk-based capital level. As
part of this strategy, we lobbied for rule changes
to statutory accounting principles and/or risk-based
capital reporting. Our success in achieving policy
changes positively affected our statutory surplus
by more than $60 million. We successfully issued
$125 million in surplus notes, which helped raise
our Blue Cross Blue Shield Association risk-based
capital rating over our goal of 500 % to a projected
541 % . In addition, we restructured our Medicare
HMO business and pursued cost sharing all iances
for major initiatives.
Based on our 2001 financial results, we continued
to maintain a strong balance sheet and capital
position . We estimate our year-end policyholders'
equity at $985 million, a 5% increase over 2000.
This is the result of positive net income partially
offset by unrealized losses in our investment
portfolio, reflecting changes in the securities
markets over the past year. Policyholders' equity
is the equivalent of approximately 2.2 months of
claims and operating expenses and is within our
target range. In addition to meeting the Blue
Cross Blue Shield Association's risk-based capital
requirements, we received very favorable external
ratings from A. M. Best, Standard & Poor's
and Moody's.

Customer Relationship
Our success in strengthening relationships with
current and potential customers is evidenced by
the increasing number of Floridians we serve, our
expanding market share, improved customer
satisfaction ratings, and the high customer
retention rate we achieved in 2001.

Last year we grew our Health Business membership and, through our other business sectors,
broadened our presence in the health industry.
We now serve more than 6 million Floridians with
an estimated 3.4 million in Health Business, 2.1
million in Government Business, 0.6 million in
Diversified Business, and 0.2 million in E-business.
We remained the leader in Florida's health insurance market with a market share exceeding 30%.
No other health care competitor in Florida grew
market share more than we did in 2001.
Our growing membership and market share
are indicative of our success in transforming
into a consumer-centric enterprise. In 2001, we
improved across all sectors in customer service
delivery capabilities, internal performance measures and external performance measures . Our
customer satisfaction survey results improved,
and we achieved national recognition as a leading
health care provider.

Organizational Effectiveness
Developing strategy, improving employee satisfaction, implementing a diversity strategy, and
developing information technology capabilities all
helped to improve our organ izational effectiveness.

•

Strategy work in 2001 continued the strategic
direction we took two years ago. In 1999, we
developed the Hea lth Business direction . In 2000,
we created an ente rprise direction and established
business sectors. In 2001, we focused on refining
the enterprise direction and formulating key
strategies to suppo rt ou r di rection.
A critical addition to the enterprise direction is
the Beliefs and Values statement the Board
reviewed in May, discussed in July, and approved
in September. This statement defines us as an
independent, non-investor owned Blue Cross Blue
Shield plan that is consumer-focused, financially
strong and community-oriented.

We also formulated the supporting strategies
essential to achieve our strategic direction. During
2001, we focused on four of our supporting
strategies: Blues system, capital, public confidence
and alliances. Capital strategy was previously
discussed as part of our financial strength,
while progress on the Blues system and public
confidence strategies will be discussed in
subsequent sections.
Our alliances strategy directly contributes to organizational effectiveness. During 2001, we formed
an Alliances Unit to develop and lead implementation of our alliances strategy. We made significant
progress in determining the scope of the alliance
capability needed and how to proceed in building
and deploying an alliance capability across the
organization. To guide alliance formation and management, we developed and incorporated best
practices into an initial alliance framework. Based
on the strategy and the initial framework, we are
building a number of alliances to support business
diversification initiatives, launch e-business
ventures, and increase influence within the Blues
system of companies. These alliances are
explained further in subsequent sections.
Results of the annual Employee Communications
and Satisfaction Survey showed improvement in
the areas of employee communications (programming, technology, effectiveness, satisfaction) and
employee satisfaction (job satisfaction, leadership,
commitment) . In particular, the percentage of
favorable responses to questions addressing job
satisfaction, leadership, and commitment was
higher for every question . We partially attribute
these successes to improved communications
and our leadership development program .
To enhance our focus on diversity and to improve
our brand position in diverse and emerging markets,
we created a Diversity and Change Consulting
Department. We developed and presented
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diversity awareness and skills-building workshops,
reaching approximately 1,100 employees. By
implementing our diversity strategy, we attracted
and retained a more diverse workforce and
enhanced our ability to promote our brand
to a wider range of ethnic markets.
We successfully implemented our Flexible
Benefits program. With this new program, we
can more effectively manage benefit costs and
provide a wider range of affordable choices to
our employees. In addition, we implemented a
program called BlueBeginnings to emphasize our
business ethics and explain the BCBSF brand
promise to new employees during the
orientation process.
During 2001, we also made substantial progress
on many critically important information
management initiatives such as implementation
of the federal Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act. This act mandates
standardization of electronically transmitted
administrative, health, and associated
financial information.

Blues System
During the first quarter of 2001, we formulated a
Blues system strategy designed to "strengthen
the Blues system and brand, and protect exclusive service areas by increasing BCBSF's
influence in the Blues system ." An essential
part of this strategy is to strengthen relationships
with the executive leadership of Blues companies
that share our commitment to remain independent
and non-investor owned.
We have been implementing the strategy by
having our CEO visit several other plans; providing
leadership in creating a coalition of southeastern
plans; actively participating on numerous National
Association committees; and pursuing an all iance
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with other non-investor owned Blues companies
to develop a new industry model. As a contingency against a Blues system breakdown, we
initiated work toward creating an alternative
brand. Through our Government and E-business
sectors, we have created additional alliances with
other Blues to gain needed capabilities, increase
economies of scale, and minimize the need for
additional capital and resources.

Public Understanding
During the last half of 2001, we developed a public
confidence strategy to assure our various publics
understand BCBSF's unique role in advancing the
health and well being of Florida's citizens, and
gain their confidence that we are carrying it out.
The strategy calls for a systematic approach to
address the gap between the current level of
confidence and the level of confidence we need
with each specific audience. The strategy addresses
both communicating our Beliefs and Values to our
various publics and ensuring that our business
practices reflect those values.
Our ongoing public understanding initiatives
produced positive outcomes in the legislative
arena, strengthened our brand image, and
increased consumer confidence. At the state
level, for example, we facilitated passage of
beneficial legislation including the insurance
accounting codification bill and the privacy
language for the Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act. These bills bolstered our
statutory surplus and streamlined the regulatory
standards for transmitting patient data .
At the federal level, we successfully negotiated
for increased traditional Medicare contractor
funding and secured our continued exemption
from burdensome federal cost accounting
standards for the Federal Employee Program .

In addition, our intensive efforts to educate
the Florida delegation and work with our trade
associations helped prevent the passage of any
adverse bills.
In 2001, we made significant strides in standardizing and integrating the BCBSF brand strategy into
all corporate communications. Our advertising
materials, Internet site, and other external
communications promoted our customer promise
and reinforced our corporate characteristics.

In a very challenging environment, our overall
enterprise performance was very strong relative
to the competition, our plan and our own
historical results. The following business
sector performance reviews provide an
operational perspective.

Our community service efforts helped build
consumer confidence and differentiate our brand
from the competitors' by positioning us as a
warm, active, and caring corporate citizen. For the
third year, we ranked number one in United Way
employee giving in Northeast Florida. Employees
generously pledged more than $1.18 million,
surpassing last year's effort and setting a new
record. Our active Blue Community Champions
program recorded more than 10,000 hours of
volunteer community service by employees .
In 2001, we launched The Blue Foundation for
a Healthy Florida, whose primary purpose is to
support programs and organizations that promote
the health and well being of uninsured and
underserved Flo ridians . In its inaugural year,
the foundation granted approximately $1 million
to more than 15 non-profit organizations across
Florida and generated positive media for our brand.
{

The brand strategy work and our high profile
community service enhanced our image as a
caring corporate citizen and helped positively
differentiate BCBSF in the market. Research
results confirmed a positive trend in our brand
awareness and confidence among consumers .
Three of our four public image survey measures
showed more favorable results over last year
while one remained stable.
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II

In pursuing the vision of affordable health care
choices, our Health Business sector continued to
demonstrate strong performance in 2001 . We met
or exceeded most major performance goals and
continued to outperform the competition .
11

Health Business significantly exceeded profitability
goals in 2001, achieving net income of $90 million,
27 % higher than our plan of $71 million. While
2001 net contract gain was below plan, total
membership growth exceeded expectations.
Including BlueCard members (Florida residents
enrolled by other Blues but serviced by BCBSF),
Health Business membership increased by more
than 165,000. Total membership has reached
approximately 3.4 million members . This continues the strong growth trend of recent years. Over
the last four years, membership has increased by
approximately 34 %, adding more than 850,000
members and increasing our market share to
more than 30 %.
During 2001, Health Business improved customer
service and made substantial progress in delivery
system management. Health Business also made
substantial investments for the future including
major 2001 business transformation deliverables.

Financial Strength
Health Business is the primary contributor to the
enterprise's profitability; therefore, maintaining
and improving Health Business financial performance was a major priority in 2001 . Significant
industry-wide trends affected financial results
including a dramatic escalation in medical costs,
pricing pressures due to marketplace competition,
and restrictions on what the government pays for
Medicare HMO business. Within this business climate, Health Business executed our strategies
and achieved financial results better than the 2001
plan . These results not only represent a substantial increase over 2000, they are stronger than
most Florida competitors' results.
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Health Business projects a 2001 net income of
$90 million. This represents a 27 % increase over
the 2001 plan of $71 million and is 34 % better
than the 2000 net income of $67 million.
Operating income (excludes investment income
and taxes) improved from a $2 million loss in
2000 to a $30 million gain in 2001 . These results
reflect a strong focus on improving financial
results to help meet the Blue Cross Blue Shield
Association's capital standard . To improve
profitability, Health Business took pricing actions,
discontinued Medicare HMO (Medicare+Choice)
participation in several counties, retired the
unprofitable Care Manager (point-of-service)
product, and implemented a call-to-action
in February that resulted in lower costs and
improved revenue. Additional factors contributing
to favorable 2001 financial results include
continued strong underwriting and actuarial
discipline, and generally favorable rate approvals
from the Department of Insurance.
II
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Health Business achieved the planned medical
loss ratio of 81 .8% , which is better than the actual
2000 medical loss ratio of 83.4 % . This reflects
our success in managing medical costs in a
difficu lt environment and implementing sizable
but necessary rate increases.
Total administrative expense as a percent of
revenue is expected to be 12.4%, better than the
2001 plan of 12.5%, and an improvement over the
2000 actual of 12.7%. Project costs and operating
unit costs were both favorable to plan .

; '>
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Market Leadership
During 2001, Health Business improved the
company's market leadership position in Florida
and made significant progress in developing and
implementing increased marketing capabilities
to ensure continued success. We achieved a
net gain of 34,000 contracts. While less than
the planned net gain of 40,000 contracts, this is
a significant accomplishment given the business
environment, our focus on profitability and capital
position, and our rapid product migration strategy.
Including BlueCard program members, total
Health Business membership growth exceeded
expectations, increasing by more than 165,000
to approximately 3.4 million members. We
remained the number one health care insurer in
Florida, and with the BlueCard program members,
command a market share greater than 30%.
In addition to strong 2001 operating results,
we continued to develop, refine and implement
several critical marketing capabilities to ensure
future success. We continued to implement brand
strategy, consumer segmentation, and the BCBSF
customer promise. Internal communication
programs helped employees understand who
and what BCBSF is. Public understanding campaigns provided a sharper corporate identity, and
marketing communications created a consistent
image as perceived by the consumer.
The company made substantial progress in
product development and product management
during 2001 - most notably by implementing a
formal product/services delivery model . This
model has improved organizational processes for
product line planning and product line management.
Product line planning focuses on a consumercentric approach that will help BCBSF provide
affordable health care choices for Floridians .
Features include lower cost, better value health

plans; higher performing provider networks;
and greater flexibility in the total number of
employee choices, contribution amounts, and
benefit selections.
Through the product management process,
Health Business implemented a number of
aggressive actions designed to improve business
results. These actions included product extensions
and retirements, and the migration of approximately
2 million members to simplified products.
We capitalized on e-commerce opportunities by
developing member self-service capabilities that
will be available in early 2002. We also implemented web sales and expanded telemarketing to
support both under and over 65 small group sales
and renewals.

Customer Satisfaction
Health Business continued to make substantial
progress in improving customer satisfaction in
2001. We improved customer service in many
areas, developed new service capabilities, and
made progress in transforming into a consumercentric organization.
Last year began with a number of service delivery
challenges including high inventory levels and a
slow inquiry response time. To improve service
performance, Health Business identified more
than 30 initiatives including better call routing and
desktop enhancements. By implementing these
initiatives, Health Business demonstrated marked
improvement throughout 2001 in claims inventory,
claims cycle time, and telephone accessibility
performance measures.
Overall, internal performance measures are now
the best they have been in many years . In the
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association's Member
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Touchpoint program, BCBSF ranked higher (91 .9)
than the average of all Blues companies (84.3) for
the first half of 2001. The Member Touchpoint
program evaluates overall operational performance.
We expect our second-half results to be even
more favorable. This is especially significant
since BCBSF's performance is improving while
performance of the overall Blues system has
been declining.
BCBSF's Health Business also received favorable media recognition during the year. Our
State of Florida Account Operations received
the 2001 Association for Quality Participation
National Gold Award, competing with teams
from the United States, Canada, Mexico, and
China. In addition, Consumer Reports ranked
BCBSF as the second highest rated PPO in the
nation, while our HMO, Health Options, was
the 27th highest rated HMO in the nation and
one of only two Florida HMOs to make the list.
According to plan, Health Business achieved a
customer retention rate of 86 % , which is perhaps
the ultimate indicator of customer satisfaction.
This is espec ially significant given the substantial
rate increases and product migrations currently
underway. This includes migrations associated
with Medicare HMO business and the Care
Manager (point-of-service) product, and the
introduction of BlueChoice, which replaces the
Preferred Patient Care PPO product.
To improve customer satisfaction , Health
Business continued to develop new capabilities in
2001. We introduced new customer self-service
capab ilities includ ing Internet access to request
identification cards, benefit booklets, and common
forms, and to answe r frequently asked questions .
These self-service capabilities w ill soon be
expanded to include personal claims status
information via the Internet.
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Delivery System
During 2001, the health care envi ronment was
complex and challenging . Health Business
successfully responded to these chal lenges,
meeting most delivery system goals and
continuing to support consumer needs for choice,
access, quality, service, and affordability.
Network strength is a source of significant
competitor advantage in the marketplace.
Throughout 2001, Health Business successfully
maintained strong provider networks, thus
continuing to provide members with broad
access and choice for quality medical care .
Health Business made significant strides in
improving relationships with organized medicine .
We reevaluated and redefined our delivery
system strategy to include standardized provider
assessment and medical cost information capabilities; placed a stronger emphasis on sharing
provider information with customers to help
facilitate customer decision-making; simplified
and standardized key business processes across
the state; and increased the emphasis on better
servicing the health plan/provider relationship.
Based on these efforts, we are starting to see
improvements in provider relationsh ips. This
will continue as an important area of focus
in 2002.
During 2001, Health Business began developing
a new "performance based" provider network
called Network Blue. This network will help meet
consumer needs for more affordable health care
choices by offering an increased number of
network and benefit options. It is the foundational
provider network for al l future BCBSF products.
The industry - including ou r Health Business
sector - experienced dramatic medical cost
increases. Pharmacy costs rose by double digits .
There was an unprecedented level of direct to

consumer advertising for prescription
pharmaceuticals (e.g., television ads for Claritin
and Celebrex), which increased demand. Large
provider groups employed aggressive revenue
strategies. There was increased availability and
use of high cost diagnostic services. The lack of
medical malpractice legal reform and the withdrawal
of medical malpractice carriers from the industry
affected costs. In addition, the industry-wide
trend to discontinue traditional medical management programs increased utilization.
In response to escalating medical costs, Health
Business implemented short-term improvements
and developed a long-term strategy for managing
medical costs. As part of a "call-to-action," we
enhanced pharmacy, outpatient, ancillary, and
physician payment programs; implemented new
physician payment capabilities; revised benefit
structures (e.g., three tier pharmacy co-pay);
re-energized care management programs; and
enhanced provider network monitoring and
evaluation techniques. These initiatives resulted
in significant medical cost savings equal to
approximately $100 million on an annualized
basis . In addition, we adopted a long-term
medical cost management/quality improvement
strategy that will guide future medical cost
management efforts.

.
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During 2001, the National Committee on
Quality Assurance (NCOA) updated our product
accreditation ratings. The South GBU received
an "excellent" rating for both Commercial and
Medicare HMO. The North GBU received a "commendable" rating for both. The next
NCOA surveys are scheduled for 2003 .

National Business
National Business significantly contributed to
corporate operating income and membership
growth in 2001. This contribution was the result of

strong BlueCard performance and more focused
alliances with other Blues companies. National
Business also continued to deliver strong
operational performance.
The BlueCard program generated approximately
$100 million in access and administrative fee
revenue. The company continued to achieve
excellent BlueCard operational performance while
supporting volumes 40% higher than last year.
National Business experienced significant
membership growth largely accounting for the
overall membership gain in Health Business.
A primary driver of the National Business enrollment
growth was our alliances with Highmark and Blue
Cross Blue Shield of South Carolina. The alliance
model provided an immediate, low-investment
infrastructure to service multi-state customers
(customers with members located in multiple
service areas), which require increasingly complex
benefit designs, advanced medical management
capabilities, and enhanced information for
decision-making. BCBSF supported the account
management function while the alliance partner
delivered back-office administration.
During 2001, the Federal Employee Program
withdrew the High Option product and introduced
a new Basic Option product in its place that will
provide federal employees and retirees with
additional choice. Substantial infrastructure
development was required to support the
January 2002 new product launch date .
Health Business continued to meet or exceed
National Association and Federal Employee
Program requirements for operational performance
and mandated implementation. Foundational work
on Blue Exchange, a National Association initiative,
was completed and will enhance our ability to
service multi-state customers and Florida providers.
This initiative will provide real time eligibility,
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benefits, referrals, and claims status informati on.
The work on this initiative aligns with Virtual
Office and the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act compliance effort.

Organizational Effectiveness
During 2001, Health Business made significant
progress on organizational effectiveness through
improved capabilities related to both human
resources and information technology.
In addition to the enterprise human resource
improvements previously discussed, there were
a number of accomplishments specific to Health
Business. Implementin g a new employee incentive plan better aligned employee compensation
with performance results. By successfully
implementing a workforce planning initiative,
Health Business can more effectively respond
to staffing fluctuations associated with business
changes. The leadership development program
was completed in 2001 , with special emphasis
on requirements to support transformation to a
consumer-centric organization . In addition, Health
Business assessed the requirements needed
to build and maintain a "high performing
organization," identifying severa l initiatives that
are now underway.
Health Business continued to strengthen our
planning and project management processes. We
improved the business planning process to better
translate strategy into actionable priorities and to
provide better direction for operational planning
and budgeting . By strengthening the Enterprise
Program Management Office function, we also
continued to improve project planning and
management capabilities.
In the technology arena, Health Business made
great strides in information management, Internet
capabilities, and internal technology support
systems . We continued to develop information
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management capabilities to provide readily
available, consistent, and accurate data for
corporate problem solving and decision-making.
Significant milestones included developing
capabilities for consistent provider data and an
integrated source of health business claims data.
This is foundational to 2002 efforts to improve the
accuracy of medical cost analysis and to enable
provider and customer assessment, customer
self-service for claims status, and compliance
with the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act.
Health Business improved information capabilities
and accessibility for financial reporting and enrollment data. We are now using a consistent data
repository to fulfill enrollment and financial
performance reporting and analysis for all Health
Business products.
Several new Internet capabilities were
implemented, laying the technical groundwork
for customer relationship management efforts
and helping address our challenge to become
more consumer-focused. The new BCBSF Internet
site allows a member to access a variety of selfservices capabilities anytime, anywhere. These
new capabilities are in a limited production
roll-out with BCBSF employees, allowing them
to securely check personal claim status and
initiate many other protected transactions. Along
with self-service for members, our agents can
now generate group rates and proposals via our
Internet site.
A new rating application, enabling our distribution
channels to receive rate quotes from us more
quickly than ever before, is another 2001 Internet
achievement. This capability substantially automates
internal calculation processes for new and
renewing small group customers thus increasing
our organizational efficiency.

The Enterprise Resource Planning initiative is a
multi-year effort that will provide efficiencygenerating self-service capabilities to
management and employees. In 2001, we
implemented technology to help admin ister
fle xible benefits, improve compensation programs,
and enhance functional and regulatory reporting.
We also made great strides toward implementing
a new general ledger system planned for 2002.
Health Business met all Virtual Office (VO)
planned deliverables for 2001. We developed a
corporate medical clearance application, cons istent
business processes, and consolidated reporting
requirements that were deployed statewide . VO
surpassed critical year-end connectivity goals with
providers and hospitals - 15,591 physicians (goal
15,000) and 187 institutions (goal 180). At the end
of 2001, annual electronic transactions processed
by VO equaled 23% of the total Health Business
transaction volume .
In addition to meeting the VO goals, we are
leveraging VO capabilities to support other critical
enterprise efforts such as Availity. Both VO and
Avail ity are web-enabled initiatives that connect
BCBSF directly with providers.
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Diversified Business Perforlllance

Diversified Business is a group of insurance
and related businesses focused on serving its
customers and those of BCBSF. We package
products and services, provide choices, and
deliver caring solutions to support enterprise
objectives for profit, retention, and sales . Major
product lines currently include life and disability,
dental, long-term care, workers' compensation
insurance, and third party administration services.
Additionally, Diversified Business helps identify,
analyze, and develop new diversification
opportunities for the enterprise.
During 2001, Diversified Business continued
to implement its business strategy by
introducing a new line of group dental insurance
products and group and individual long-term care
policies - products designed to meet customer
needs and add value to the BCBSF brand . Work
also continues on business diversification
initiatives such as marketing to profess ional
employee organizations and a total absence
management program.
Customer service is a key focus area for
Diversified Business . Based on 2001 evaluations,
Diversified Business provides service that meets
or exceeds customer expectations.
Diversified Business' net income for 2001 is $2.0
million less than plan. While profits in the Life and
Workers' Compensation Business Units were
ahead of plan, profitability of the Dental Business
Unit fell significantly short of plan. The dental PPO
and indemnity products introduced in 2000 experienced higher utilization than expected. As part of
an overall corrective action, Diversified Business
filed and received approval for contract and price
changes. We expect profitability for this product
line to improve in 2002 as these changes begin to
yield results .
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Strong sales in the group disability and dental
insurance lines resulted in revenue growth of
17 % in 2001, bringing it to more than $91 million.
The Workers' Compensation Unit improved sales
in fully insured products over the last half of the
year, following the termination of the alliance with
Trave lers Insurance Company. To enhance sales,
we added new field support, brought underwriting
in-house, and placed greater focus on BCBSF life
and health agencies .
During 2001, Diversified Bus in ess began
implementing a long-term care product development
strategy. We addressed issues surrounding
product distribution by contracting with multiple
channels, leveraging BCBSF market intelligence,
and acquiring dedicated marketing resources to
support product growth.
There were several initiatives to improve
distribution capabilities . The most sign ificant one
involved installing a worksite marketing capability
to enhance the sale and enrollment of voluntary
products. This initiative responds to the shift in
purchasing power from groups to individuals.
The events of September 11 affected the
Diversified Business companies. While the sector
incurred no direct losses due to the terrorists
attacks, they did harden the reinsurance market,
particularly for workers' compensation and
catastrophe coverage, increasing the cost for
reinsurance. Managing these costs to minimize
any adverse impact on profitability, as well as
deal ing effectively with related wartime coverage
issues, will remain a Divers ified Business sector
priority in 2002.

Government Business Performance

Government Business met or exceeded most
major performance goals in 2001 and continued
to operate as one of the largest traditional
Medicare contractors in the nation. We exceeded
our revenue growth goal while making substantial
investments for the future. Government Business
enhanced the business development capabilities
needed to successfully execute our business
strategy and prepared to launch lncepture, Inc.
in January 2002. lncepture, a for-profit Florida
corporation, will provide an additional vehicle for
the Government Business sector to diversify and
improve profitability.
Successful financial performance included above
plan revenue growth to $163 million, an increase
of about 10% over 2000. Net income for the year
was $2.5 million below plan due primarily to two
reasons: greater than anticipated losses in traditional Medicare business and new, less favorable
reimbursement terms for the most significant
information system contract with the Centers for
Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) .
Nevertheless, Government Business created
significant financial value for the enterprise by
absorbing approximately $30 million of
enterprise overhead.
Government Business, through First Coast
Service Options, serves as the primary traditional
Medicare administrator in Florida and as the
Medicare Part B carrier in Connecticut. In this
capacity, we processed more than 70 million
claims, responded to approximately 3.1 million
beneficiary and provider inquiries, and issued
more than $10 .3 billion in Medicare benefits in
2001. We improved productivity for claims and
inquiry processing by 5.2% and 11.5%, respectively.
These productivity gains exceeded plan. Additionally,
during fiscal year 2001, program safeguard
activities prevented or recovered approximately
$500 million of inappropriate Medicare expenditures in Florida and Connecticut. For every dollar
spent on program safeguard activities,

Government Business returned $15 - results that
were better than plan.
Government Business operates the largest data
center in the nation for other Medicare Part A
Intermediaries. In 2001, we processed about 40
million Part A claims on behalf of our six shared
processing customers. Additionally, the data
center continued to serve as the Common
Working File host for Medicare contractors in the
South . In this capacity, we responded to more
than 131 million Medicare eligibility queries.
Recognizing the importance of organizational
effectiveness to long-term success, Government
Business continued working to better align
organizational culture and business strategy. In
2001, we focused on leadership development and
employee reward and recognition. The "Right
Stuff" program, an informal reward and recognition
program that recognizes employees that "do the
right things the right way," was launched mid-year
and has been very successful.
Customer satisfaction is a primary business
objective. In 2001, Government Business
surveyed Medicare beneficiaries and providers in
Florida and Connecticut to determine how satisfied
they were with our services as a Medicare
contractor. In response to a question targeting
overall satisfaction, 93.1 % of customers were
either "very satisfied" or "satisfied" with
Government Business' performance. Beneficiary
and provider satisfaction levels were essentially
unchanged from prior surveys . Additionally, ISO
9000, an international standards organization,
certified Government Business' medical review
process. This underscores our commitment
to both process quality and continuous
process improvement.
Consistent with strategy, Government Business
pursued and won new business throughout 2001 .
Successes included two contracts with the State
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Government Business Performance

of Florida - one contract to audit the costs reported
by nursing homes to the state's Medicaid program,
and the other to conduct a feasibility study of the
state's adoption of a new reimbursement method
for institutional providers. Other new business
during the year included an information technology
consulting engagement with a Blue Cross and
Blue Shield operating company in Puerto Rico,
and expanding the back office services
Government Business provides the Health
Business sector to include automating the
distribution of contract benefit materials.
In June, Government Business was awarded a
sole source information systems contract from
the federal government to continue maintaining
the software that Medicare contractors throughout
the country use to process Medicare Part A
claims. TriCenturion, a company in which the
Government Business sector holds a 50%
ownership position, operationalized a significant
new contract in 2001 that will help the federal
government detect fraud, waste, and abuse in
claims for durable medical equipment (e.g.,
wheelchairs, oxygen, etc.) throughout 10
northeastern states.
Because of the inherent risks associated with
government business, risk management is a
continuing focus . To further mitigate risk in 2001,
Government Business established more advanced
audit and risk management capabilities. In addition,
our comprehensive business ethics program,
Navigator, provides a means for employees to
surface potential concerns and issues for resolution. A new video was dev~loped to enhance
employee training related to the Navigator program .
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E-business Performance

The E-business sector was established in late
2000 to respond to the trends and opportunities
within the rapidly evolving health industry.
E-business has four areas of strategic focus:
developing business models, leveraging capabilities,
responding to opportunities, and enhancing organizational effectiveness. During 2001, E-business
made significant progress in enhancing organizational effectiveness and accelerating our ability to
respond to business opportunities.
In its first full year of operation, E-business established its brand, implemented new human
resource programs, and enhanced business
development processes. To differentiate the
E-business sector in the health industry, pursue
opportunities outside the Florida market, and
attract new business partners, E-business
established the Navigy subsidiary and brand.
In addition, we implemented a human systems
program to ensure the right people with the right
competencies are in place at the right time;
created a lean, flat organizational structure to
support flexible resource deployment around
project needs; and improved our four-stage
business development process (Idea Generation,
Conceptual Model, Venture Plan, and Executing
the New Business Venture) by incorporating
state-of-the-art tools to evaluate new business
ideas, generate business plans, and accelerate
new business development.

launch in September 2001, there are more than
300 program participants.
In response to the industry trend to provide
consumers with more information, access, and
financial accountability for their health care choices,
E-business is developing several new business
concepts and ventures. One such business venture
is named the Integrator. When fully executed, the
Integrator will enable consumers to exercise
more choice and control over their health care
spending. Currently, discussions are underway
with other Blues companies to initiate this new
business venture .
Two additional business models were conceptualized during 2001. The first provides health care
services for Latin Americans seeking medical
treatment in the United States . The second helps
consumers access health care and health-related
services. E-business work in 2002 will continue to
focus on leveraging existing assets and delivering
new business models that add strategic and
financial value to the enterprise.

The E-business sector also made significant
progress in leveraging enterprise capabilities and
developing several venture plans and business
models during 2001. Through a joint venture with
Humana, Availity was created. Availity leverages
BCBSF's Virtual Office investment and helps
accelerate communication and streaml ine
claim-filing processes between participating
health care providers and health plans. Availity
supports high-speed, real time patient eligibility
and claims information transmissions. Since its
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Enterprise Summary

Our performance in 2001 demonstrates strong,
well-balanced results in a very cha llenging
business environment. We achieved positive
2001 operating results as measured against our
plan, our historical results, and the competition.
This reflects a continuation of the strong operating results we have shown in recent years . These
results, combined with our significant progress in
developing and executing critical strategies and
capabilities, helped us maintain our industry leadership in Florida and position us for success in
the future.
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